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SUSTAINABLE A&D BUSINESS ADVANTAGE.
Technology services to advance aerospace and defense business sustainability and
resiliency in an environment of change, uncertainty and shifting priorities.

COMPREHENSIVE SOLUTIONS
DESIGNED AROUND YOU.
Aerospace and defense manufacturers are different.
Nobody knows that better than PCG, the leader
in Aerospace & Defense enterprise applications
implementation and optimization.
Everything we do integrates closely with your customerdriven programs ensuring you can adapt and lead through
unique demands on management of complex projects and
collaboration on new products.

THE PCG A&D ADVANTAGE.
PCG outperforms its peers through our unique
evaluation, consulting and implementation
accelerators, our deep and direct A&D industry
experience, strong project methodologies and our
rigorous attention to bringing in projects on-time
and on-budget. Every time.
Explore our specific services areas designed around
your aerospace and defense business. We’re certain
you’ll find something you’re looking for.

BUSINESS TRANSFORMATION
Careful application of
leading-edge business
functionality and processes,
integrating information,
providing analysis and insight
tools and enabling
manufacturing, “from the
shop floor to the top floor.”

COMPLIANCE
Stay on top of chain of
custody, recall support, DPAS,
ITAR, DFARS, AFFARS, MDAP,
FedRAMP and FISMA, MMAS
compliance for DFAR and
DCAA audits, among others.

INTELLIGENCE / ANALYTICS
Extensive experience in
creating and delivering
comprehensive analytics
solutions brings new insight to
reporting, predictive analysis
and decision making.

SUPPLY CHAIN
Improving supply chain
partnerhips through careful
application of technology that
brings performance analysis,
visibility and transparency to
material, capability, inventory
and shipment/delivery.

MOBILITY
Extend the reach of your
business processes, workflows,
information, collaboration and
productivity to the point of
need—no matter where your
contractor or employee is
located.

SECURITY
Keep your IP and information
yours with PCG’s experience in
securing technology,
information, roles, access,
supply chain security and
issues related to Governance,
Risk and Compliance.

Accurate Contracts and Invoicing | Better Project Management | Tighter Compliance | Increased Performance
| Productivity from Anywhere | Stronger Cash Flow | Maximized Supply Chain Efficiency | Easier Product
Management & Configuration Change | Greater Asset Visibility | Knowledge Retention | Better Customer Response

GETTING STARTED.
Check out PCG’s Aerospace & Defense solutions overview video by clicking here.
Visit PCG’s Aerospace & Defense solutions website page by clicking here.
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